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An immunoassay based upon photoluminescent gold quantum

dots aimed at detecting human IgG in aqueous solution from

micromolar to nanomolar concentrations is described.

Herein, we present the proof-of-concept of an immunoassay

platform based on photoluminescence quenching of dendrimer-

encapsulated gold quantum dots conjugated to an affinity reagent.

Due to higher sensitivity, better dynamic range, and potential for

easy multiplexing, fluorescence based technology is rapidly gaining

popularity from photometry and radio chemistry in various forms

of in vitro diagnostic (IVD) assays. The consequence of higher

sensitivity is in lowering the detection threshold, ultimately

reaching the ‘‘holy grail’’ of single cellular and single molecular

diagnostics, with the highest promise of achieving this goal coming

from applications of quantum dots (QDs).1,2

QDs allow the design of tests for new, more efficient

biomarkers, which are not accessible with traditional colorimetric

methods due to their low concentrations in analytes. They also

allow color-coded multiplexing, and thus interrogation of several

markers from the same sample volume. Furthermore, the

increased sensitivity of the luminescence based tests, compared

with photometric assays, leads to a rapid decrease in the sample

volume size, which is of special importance in certain applications

where the available sample volume is critical.

Recently, small metallic photoluminescent clusters, synthesized

using poly(amido) amine (PAMAM) dendrimers as a surface

stabilizing agent have been described.3,4 By utilizing dendrimers of

different generations and adjusting the metal to dendrimer

concentration ratio, it was reported that it is possible to control

the Au quantum dot size3,4 thus, the photoluminescent properties.

In a recent article, PAMAM dendrimer encapsulated, high

quantum yield, size tunable gold quantum dots have been reported

with emission wavelengths varying from the ultraviolet to the near

infrared.4 These novel particles have both discrete and narrow

absorption and emission bands differing from the semiconductors

particles which, in general, absorb light over a broad range of

wavelengths in the visible spectrum. Use of second generation

hydroxyl terminated PAMAM dendrimer as a surface stabilizing

agent provides solubility characteristics ideal for aqueous environ-

ments, a means for further functionalization, and minimal size

increase.5 PAMAM dendrimers, especially those of higher

generation, have also been used extensively for in vitro biological

applications due to their membrane permeation ability.6,7

Photoluminescent characteristics of QDs are greatly affected by

surface passivation and surface interactions allowing them to

function as immunofluorescence sensors, wherein, for this

application, the antigen–antibody immunocomplex formation

induces changes in the surface electrostatic properties.

Here we report the synthesis, general conjugation strategy for

biomolecules (Fig. 1), high resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM)

characterizations of a complex composed of AuQDs encapsulated

by second generation PAMAM dendrimers conjugated electro-

statically to an antibody aimed as a major component of the

immunofluorescent assay. As a proof-of-concept, herein we

present the immunoassay for the detection of the human IgG

antigen, based on the polyclonal, goat-derived anti-human IgG

antibody. The same techniques can be applied to other analytes by

selecting the appropriate analyte-specific antibody, or in the case of

a molecular diagnostics probe, by selecting the proper nucleic acid

or peptide sequence for conjugation. While it has been shown that

PAMAM dendrimers do fluoresce,8 the intensity is only

substantial at low pH levels. The work presented is conducted at
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Fig. 1 Schematic representation of PAMAM–OH dendrimer, generation

2, AuQD formation between dendrimers, Conjugation of anti-human IgG

(m) to the AuQD–PAMAM complex, and addition of human IgG (Y) to

the system.
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a pH of 6.3, therefore the fluorescence of the dendrimer does not

contribute to the observed photoluminescence of the AuQDs.

There are various hypotheses as to how the QDs or analogous

metallic nanoparticles are stabilized by the dendrimer, however, no

one scenario has been proven. There are two main possibilities that

are believed to take place. First, the AuQDs may be truly

encapsulated within the void spaces of a dendrimer molecule.9,10 In

this case, it would be impossible for more than one QD to be

encapsulated within a dendrimer due to the physical constraints of

our system. However, it is possible using dendrimers of higher

generation.11 The second possible scenario is that the QDs are

sandwiched in the void formed between dendrimer molecules;12 it

is the belief of the authors that this is the type of stabilization that

takes place. Although we have no conclusive evidence to support

this, our experimental results shown below favor the latter of the

two hypotheses.

From the AFM micrograph of the synthesized gold nanopar-

ticles (supporting information, Fig. S1{) we can observe a

heterogeneous distribution of the AuQD–PAMAM size. The

complex, in general, is an oval and irregular shape. The average

size of the AuQD–PAMAM complex determined by measurement

of the structure height is 4.9 nm. From HRTEM of the AuQD–

PAMAM complex, the average diameter is 4.8 nm (sample size of

100). Absorption measurements show no surface plasmon band at

520 nm (Fig. 2A) indicating that the core AuQDs are 2 nm or

smaller13,14 in diameter, neglecting the dendritic PAMAM organic

capping layer, while the entire system, or complex, (dendrimer and

AuQD; AuQD–PAMAM) is 4.9 nm. The main absorption band

around 300 nm corresponds to that of the pure dendrimer.15 These

results are consistent with HRTEM measurements giving an

average complex size of 4.8 nm with 80% found to have a diameter

between 4 and 6 nm for the pure AuQDs and dendrimer (not

coupled to IgG), also agreeing with calculations considering the

increase in size15 due to the PAMAM dendrimer. This size

distribution emphasizes one of the key advantages of this system;

namely, the overall size of the sensing system is small in

comparison to other known methods of detection such as the

use of the adaptor proteins biotin and avidin16 where the

introduction of additional proteins vastly increases the size of

the system.

Until today, gold nanoparticles have only been used as a

staining and reflectometric reagents,17 and are much larger in size,

typically on the order of 20–150 nm. These large nanoparticles are

good contrast agents for microscopic techniques; however, they are

not useful as photoluminescent particles.

Photoluminescence characterization revealed excitation and

emission maxima of pure AuQDs at 387 and 450 nm, respectively

(Fig. 2B) which correspond to the published values.3 After

electrostatically coupling the AuQDs to goat-derived polyclonal

anti-human IgG, the excitation and emission maxima were

unchanged. Human IgG was then introduced and AuQD

conjugate photoluminescence intensity was found to decrease with

increasing concentrations of human IgG antigen (Fig. 2C). As up

to two antigen molecules may bind to one molecule of antibody

direct interaction between AuQDs and the quenching complex

formed, along with the agglutination process, readily account for

the decrease in photoluminescence intensity. The relationship is

linear in nature over micromolar to nanomolar ranges, thus

allowing easy construction of quantitative immunofluorescence

assays and biosensors. Linear regression was performed on the

data from the quenching study giving an equation of [IgG] =

21.12 6 105x + 1.63 6 107, (wherein x is photoluminescence

signal in counts per second) with a correlation coefficient of r =

0.99. Control measurements involving the titration of human IgG

to the AuQD–PAMAM complex (no anti-human IgG) show no

decrease in intensity of luminescence as a function of human IgG

concentration (supporting information, Fig. S2{).

As the particles are synthesized in the presence of dendrimer, in

some instances in the HRTEM micrograph we can still observe

the dendrimer encapsulation of the particles. HRTEM reveals that

the particles have a uniform internal structure. Fig. 3A represents

the micrography of the Au nanoparticles, electrostatically

conjugated with goat polyclonal anti-human IgG antibody. Due

to the low electron contrast, the organic coating can be only

observed as a sporadic halo on the particles. The particles take up

a random orientation occasionally forming small clusters of

particles. After addition of the recombinant human IgG protein,

the agglomeration of functionalized nanoparticles occurs as

depicted in the HRTEM micrography of Fig. 3B. The agglomera-

tion occurs due to the existence of two binding sites of antibodies

for antigens and as such can be exploited for immunoturbidity or

immunoprecipitation assay.

While discriminating the dendrimer from the AuQDs in

absolute terms using HRTEM is difficult, what can be visualized

is the difference in density of the organic PAMAM component

from the inorganic AuQDs. As can be seen in Fig. 3C there is a

clear difference between the density of the QDs from that of

the PAMAM dendrimer matrix. In this figure, at least four

Fig. 2 (A) Absorption spectrum of AuQDs, 1 cm cell pathlength; (B)

Excitation and emission spectra of AuQDs in aqueous solution, 1 cm cell

pathlength, pH = 6.3: excitation (- -) and emission (–) (C) Quenching of

AuQDs conjugated with goat-derived polyclonal anti-human IgG PL with

increasing concentration of human IgG.
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AuQD–PAMAM complexes are seen agglomerated together

due to the low vacuum conditions required for HRTEM. The

PAMAM matrix appears less dense, or lighter, than does the more

dense, or darker, AuQDs. The AuQDs appear to be randomly

distributed and due to the resolution of the microscope are not

fully resolved in all instances. The fact they are randomly

distributed, and not always found in the same relative position

when compared to the dendrimer matrix leads the authors to

believe that there is a sandwiching stabilization effect. The

diameter of the dendrimer complex appears to be about 5 nm,

while the AuQDs themselves are less than 2 nm.

The presented proof-of-concept immunofluorescence assay is

capable of detecting concentrations of antigen over a wide

dynamic range from millimolar to nanomolar levels. The

AuQD–PAMAM complex, its antibody conjugate, and immuno-

complex formed after addition of antigen were topographically

characterized by AFM and HRTEM microscopies, and

spectroscopically characterized by UV-vis and luminescence.

Herein, we confirm the linear relationship between photolumine-

scence quenching of the conjugate with addition of antigen, with a

broad dynamic range, a necessary ingredient for any in vitro assay

or biosensor. Due to the relatively large size of IgG and the

immunocomplex formed with its goat-derived antigen compared

to the AuQDs, and not neglecting agglutination, the most

probable mechanism of luminescence quenching is static quench-

ing supported by a linear Stern–Volmer plot (supporting

information, Fig. S3{) with a Stern–Volmer constant of 2.28 6
1022 mg21 mL21; this relatively low value indicates partial steric

shielding, as seen in Fig. 1, of the AuQDs by the PAMAM

dendrimer.
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Fig. 3 (A) HRTEM micrograph of AuQD–antibody conjugates, data

bar size 25 nm (B) HRTEM micrograph of the complex agglomerate

formed after addition of recombinant human IgG protein to the AuQD-

antibody conjugate, data bar size 100 nm. (C) HRTEM micrograph of

AuQD–antibody conjugates showing density differences due to PAMAM

and Au, data bar size 5 nm.
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